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Sensitivity of BRCA1/2 testing in high-risk breast/
ovarian/male breast cancer families: little contribution
of comprehensive RNA/NGS panel testing

Helen Byers1, Yvonne Wallis2, Elke M van Veen1,3, Fiona Lalloo1, Kim Reay2, Philip Smith1,
Andrew J Wallace1, Naomi Bowers1, William G Newman1,5 and D Gareth Evans*,1,4,5

The sensitivity of testing BRCA1 and BRCA2 remains unresolved as the frequency of deep intronic splicing variants has not

been defined in high-risk familial breast/ovarian cancer families. This variant category is reported at significant frequency in other

tumour predisposition genes, including NF1 and MSH2. We carried out comprehensive whole gene RNA analysis on 45 high-risk

breast/ovary and male breast cancer families with no identified pathogenic variant on exonic sequencing and copy number analysis

of BRCA1/2. In addition, we undertook variant screening of a 10-gene high/moderate risk breast/ovarian cancer panel by next-

generation sequencing. DNA testing identified the causative variant in 50/56 (89%) breast/ovarian/male breast cancer families with

Manchester scores of ≥50 with two variants being confirmed to affect splicing on RNA analysis. RNA sequencing of BRCA1/BRCA2

on 45 individuals from high-risk families identified no deep intronic variants and did not suggest loss of RNA expression as a cause

of lost sensitivity. Panel testing in 42 samples identified a known RAD51D variant, a high-risk ATM variant in another breast ovary

family and a truncating CHEK2 mutation. Current exonic sequencing and copy number analysis variant detection methods of

BRCA1/2 have high sensitivity in high-risk breast/ovarian cancer families. Sequence analysis of RNA does not identify any variants

undetected by current analysis of BRCA1/2. However, RNA analysis clarified the pathogenicity of variants of unknown significance

detected by current methods. The low diagnostic uplift achieved through sequence analysis of the other known breast/ovarian

cancer susceptibility genes indicates that further high-risk genes remain to be identified.
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INTRODUCTION

Functional variants in BRCA1 and BRCA2 account for 2–3% of all
cases of breast cancer and 10–15% of epithelial ovarian cancer.1,2

While the relationship between the two genes and cancer predisposi-
tion has been known for over 20 years and variant screening is offered
routinely by a number of diagnostic laboratories worldwide, the
sensitivity of variant detection is unresolved. This is mainly due to
the heterogeneity of breast cancer with BRCA1/2 contributing only
about 15–20% of the hereditary component.3 Loss of function variants
in two genes, RAD51C4 and RAD51D,5 confer a high risk of ovarian
cancer; however, their contribution to breast cancer risk is less clear.5,6

Until the discovery of functional variants in these two genes, it was
assumed that the majority, if not all, of the inherited link between
breast and ovarian cancer was due to variants in BRCA1 or BRCA2.7

Ninety-five percent of families with the Breast Cancer Linkage
Consortium (BCLC) criteria of at least four individuals with breast/
ovarian cancer, with the breast cancers diagnosed o60 years of age
and at least one case of ovarian cancer in the family, were predicted to
have a variant in either BRCA1 or BRCA2. This increased to 100% for
families with two or more women with ovarian cancer. Similarly, 95%
of male breast cancer families fulfilling BCLC criteria were due to
variants in these genes (80% BRCA2 and 15% BRCA1).7 We have

previously shown that variants in RAD51C and RAD51D make little
contribution to very high-risk BRCA1/2-negative breast ovarian cancer
families with only one BCLC criteria family having a variant.8

We have reported that families with Manchester score of 40+ are
extremely likely to harbour a pathogenic BRCA1/2 variant.8–10 In
probands with female breast cancer, only the variant detection rates
are 2–12% lower in absolute terms than in families in which a
proband with ovarian cancer or breast and ovarian cancer has been
tested. This difference is likely due to the higher rate of phenocopies in
breast cancer accounting for a reduction in sensitivity of about 6%.11

The reduced sensitivity of testing for BRCA1/2 variants could be
attributed to variants in other as yet unidentified genes, which increase
both breast and ovarian cancer risk. However, a small increase in the
sensitivity of testing of BRCA1/2 would have more clinical application
than identifying another gene with a similar variant frequency and
risk profile to RAD51C/D. Deep intronic splicing variants contribute
about 2–3% of the mutational spectrum in neurofibromatosis 1
(NF1)12 and we have reported similar rates for neurofibromatosis
2.13 Sensitivity of variant detection in both genes is at least 95% with
RNA sequence analysis,12,13 and we have detected variants in 97% of
individuals fulfilling NF1 diagnostic criteria including 10/347 (2.9%)
with deep intronic splicing mutations. There has been no reported
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comprehensive analysis of BRCA1 and BRCA2 using RNA sequencing
to identify functional splicing isoforms secondary to deep intronic
variants.
For families with multiple affected members with breast/ovary

cancer, it is vital to identify the causative gene variant. Such
information allows accurate clarification of risk in other family
members, and therefore the need for screening or risk reducing
surgery. In addition, it may predict sensitivity to novel therapies,
including PARP inhibitors. Therefore, we aimed to establish the utility
of RNA analysis to clarify the pathogenicity of variants of uncertain
significance predicted to alter splicing. We aimed to determine
how many of the unresolved cases of familial breast/ovarian cancer
or male breast cancer were due to BRCA1/2 deep intronic splicing
variants and what proportion may be due to variants in other known
or unknown genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Affected individuals from families with breast and/or ovarian cancer have
been screened in Manchester mainly using Sanger sequencing of DNA for
all exons and intron–exon boundaries as well as a test for large rearrange-
ments using Multiple Ligation Dependent Amplification (MLPA) as previously
described.8–10 DNA had been extracted from lymphocytes. We have ascertained
37 breast/ovary/male breast cancer families (Tables 1 and 2) with no identified
clearly functional variant in BRCA1/2 in at least one fully tested affected
individual. These included six families with males affected by breast cancer
including one family with two affected by ovarian cancer. Another family
included a 37-year-old affected male with breast cancer with five female
relatives o50 years with breast cancer and a family with three males with breast
cancer and no BRCA1/2 variant were also available. There were 31 non-male
breast cancer families containing at least one non-mucinous epithelial ovarian
cancer with a combined Manchester score (Table 3)9 of 25 or greater. Twelve of
these families have had at least two affected family members fully tested by
Sanger sequencing of DNA and MLPA. An additional eight female only breast
cancer families were selected on the basis of a known variant of uncertain
significance (VUS) or BRCA-like features (eg, two sisters with high-grade
triple-negative breast cancer o35), lymphoblastoid cell lines were available
on all families. Variants, functional or not identified in this study, were
named according to HGVS guidelines using the following reference sequences;
LRG_292t1 (BRCA1); LRG_293t1 (BRCA2); LRG_135_t1 (ATM) and
LRG_516_t1 (RAD51D).

Previously identified variants in BRCA1/2
Currently, VUS in BRCA1/2 have been identified on DNA sequencing in 13 of
45 families (10/38 breast/ovary/male families) (Table 1) with two families with
BRCA2 c.8488-5T4C a potential splicing variant. Four of the twelve different
variants are likely polymorphic, but eight may affect splicing and RNA analysis
will confirm this and define pathogenicity. The variant BRCA1 c.4868C4G,
p.(Ala1623Gly) is the only one with a high likelihood of being functional based
on the previous work.

RNA analysis
Although we could have whole genome sequencing at the DNA level we chose
RNA analysis as would provide evidence of a functional effect of any variant
identified, whereas identification of a deep intronic variant on genome
sequencing would still require assessment at the RNA level. RNA was obtained
from a fresh blood sample from an affected family member least likely to be
a phenocopy or from cell lines already available. This was one with breast
and ovarian cancer, ovarian cancer or one with an affected offspring. Sanger
sequencing of the cDNA of BRCA1/2 was carried out to identify whether any
changes in the transcript suggestive of deep intronic splice variants were
present. We have experience of identifying these in NF1 and NF2. Any
unexplained allelic imbalance in RNA prompted promoter sequencing and
microarray analysis to identify centromeric deletions such as those seen in
EPCAM that can cause methylation of the MSH2 promoter. RNA was extracted

from blood collected in PAXgene blood tubes using the PAXgene blood RNA
kit (PreAnalytiX GmbH, Hombrechtikon, Switzerland). Where lymphoblastoid
cell lines were available, RNA was extracted using Qiagen QIAshredder (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) and Qiagen BioRobot EZ1 (Qiagen) following the manu-
facturer's protocols. RNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA using the Life
Technologies High Capacity RNA-to-cDNA kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,
CA, USA). Overlapping primer pairs were designed to produce amplicons of
around 1500 bp, covering the whole of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes. PCRs
were performed using Promega GoTaq Hot Start Green master mix (Promega,
Madison, WI, USA) and run on Applied Biosystems Veriti thermal cyclers
(Life Technologies). Sequencing PCRs were carried out using Life
Technologies BigDye Terminator reagents and run on an ABI 3730 analyser
(Life Technologies).
In individuals where there was no heterozygosity of common variants, a

selection of variants (BRCA1 hg19.chr17:g.41245466G4A (rs1799949),
hg19.chr17:g.41245237G4A (rs16940), hg19.chr17:g.41245936G4A (rs799917),
hg19.chr17:g.41244435T4C (rs16941), hg19.chr17:g.41244000T4C (rs16942) and
BRCA2 hg19.chr13:g.32911888A4G (rs1801406), hg19.chr13:g.32912299T4C
(rs543304), hg19.chr13:g. 32973012A4C (rs15869), hg19.chr13:g. 32889792A4G
(rs206118), hg19.chr13:g. 32906729A4C (rs144848), hg19.chr13:g. 32929232A4G
(rs1799955)) was Sanger sequenced using DNA previously extracted to rule out
hemizygosity of the transcript.

Panel testing
Panel testing was carried out by next-generation sequencing of 12 genes known
to confer increased risk of breast, ovarian or both breast/ovarian cancer. These
were BRCA1, BRCA2, TP53, CDH1, STK11, PTEN, PALB2, BRIP1, RAD51C,
RAD51D, ATM and CHEK2. Enrichment was performed using the Illumina 94
gene TruSight Cancer Sequencing Panel according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Quantified libraries were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform
using the paired end (dual indexed) 2× 150 bp configuration to a depth of
at least 30× . Novoalign (v3.01.00, Novocraft Technologies, Selangor, Malaysia)
was used to align to the human genome build hg19. Reads were converted to a
bam file, sorted and indexed using samtools (version 0.1.19; https://urldefense.
proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__samtools.github.io_&d=BQIFAgc=bMxC
-A1upgdsx4J2OmDkk2Eep4PyO1BA6pjHrrW-ii0&r=1DJkrySuN1oA897_rRk
N9LSRniqquwAY7jkl3rFxkFI&m=9kERfOVGZ_H1gIDwKU-VsZPrszMX2cM1
tUtHJaWQhsc&s=4N50QNjl5exOvObLZYfTfza27wUgHyZzZvHGMu98hD8&
e=). The Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (v2.7-1; https://urldefense.proof-
point.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.broadinstitute.org_gatk_&d=BQIFAg&c
=bMxC-A1upgdsx4J2OmDkk2Eep4PyO1BA6pjHrrW-ii0&r=1DJkrySuN1oA
897_rRkN9LSRniqquwAY7jkl3rFxkFI&m=9kERfOVGZ_H1gIDwKU-VsZPrsz
MX2cM1tUtHJaWQhsc&s=MTfE6NILD2cmEGLvb7UlldDtcpS_vy8T4Atgh5X
kUkU&e=) was used to quality score and recalibrate reads and duplicate reads
were removed using the MarkDuplicates tool from Picard (v1.97; https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__broadinstitute.github.io_picard
_&d=BQIFAg&c=bMxC-A1upgdsx4J2OmDkk2Eep4PyO1BA6pjHrrW-ii0&r=
1DJkrySuN1oA897_rRkN9LSRniqquwAY7jkl3rFxkFI&m=9kERfOVGZ_H1gI
DwKU-VsZPrszMX2cM1tUtHJaWQhscs=7PCxOado_kCuVoNqyv1D86Yo6Ia
aQ9Kp_1JI8ou-baU&e=). Variants were called using both HaploTypeCaller
from the GATK (v2.7-1) and Pindel (v0.2.5a1; https://urldefense.proofpoint.
com/v2/url?u=http-3A__gmt.genome.wustl.edu_packages_pindel_&d=BQIFA
g&c=bMxC-A1upgdsx4J2OmDkk2Eep4PyO1BA6pjHrrW-ii0&r=1DJkrySuN1
oA897_rRkN9LSRniqquwAY7jkl3rFxkFI&m=9kERfOVGZ_H1gIDwKU-VsZP
rszMX2cM1tUtHJaWQhsc&s=9Fmu9iWox_DJ5kYoj8xFsdZu3L-0rya10mY9l
YHDndo&e=) for more complex variants. Variants were annotated using the
Table_annovar.pl script from the annovar package (v2013-06-21). All variants
classified as likely functional or functional were validated by Sanger sequencing.
This study was approved by Central Manchester Research Ethics Committee

reference number 10/H1008/24, 11 July 2013.

RESULTS

RNA sequencing of samples from 45 individuals at high risk of
a functional BRCA1/2 variant but with no clearly functional variant on
DNA analysis has been carried out between 2012 and 2015 (Tables 1
and 2). This included 24 samples from breast/ovarian or male breast
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Table 1 RNA testing of high-risk families without a clear functional BRCA1/2 variant and subsequent gene panel testing

Number

Manchester

score Type Ratio BC

BC

age1

BC

age2

OC

age BRCA1/2

BCLC

criteria VUS Other gene

Panel

positive

RNA

positive

G22836 65 Breast/ovary 109 Yes 32 39 - BRCA1 Yes BRCA1 c.5152+4A4G No No Yes

fh0028 59 Breast/ovary 107 Yes 45 - No Yes No No No

C0344/fh2061 56 Breast/ovary 302 No - No Yes BRCA2 c.8488-5T4C No No No

g31973 55 Breast/ovary 303 Yes 32 - No Yes RAD51D c.556C4T,

p.(Arg186*)

Yes No

C2298 55 Breast/ovary 305 Yes 76 76 No Yes No No No

FH5563 53 Breast/ovary 302 Yes 42 - No Yes No No No

g41478 51 Breast/ovary 204 Yes 53 - No Yes No No No

C1048 49 Breast/ovary 302 Yes 42 - BRCA1 Yes BRCA1 c.4868C4G,

p.(Ala1623Gly)

No No Yes

G71619/FH7849 48 Breast/ovary 303 No 60 No Yes No No No

C0658/fh2755 43 MBC 204 Yes 31 - No Yes BRCA2 c.1395A4C, p.( = ) No No No

FH0221 42 Breast/ovary 203 Yes 49 61 - No Yes No No No

FH1670 41 Breast/ovary 204 No 60 No Yes No No No

MBC14 40 MBC Yes 54 - No No No No

g53650 40 Ovary 300 No 30 No No No No

g79535 40 FBC only Yes 45 48 - No No No No

FH2910 39 MBC Yes 37 - No Yes CHEK2 c.1263delT,
p.(Ser422Valfs*15)

Yes No

g61338 39 MBC Yes 36 - No Yes No No No

g33876 36 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 31 43 No Yes No No No

g8510 36 Ovary 300 No 68 No No No No

FH6284 36 Breast/ovary 102 Yes 46 - No BRCA2 c.4614T4C, p.(= ) No No No

G56432 36 FBC only Yes 35 35 - No No No No

g31074 35 Breast/ovary 202 Yes 33 - No Yes No No No

g39632/fh4173 35 MBC Yes 39 - No BRCA2 c.6725A4T,

p.(Asp2242Val)

No No No

fh5674 35 Breast/ovary 105 Yes 67 - No No No No

FH4584 35 Breast/ovary 104 Yes 45 56 No BRCA1: c.4676-7C4T ATM c.7271T4G,

p.(Val2424Gly)

Yes No

MBC18 35 MBC Yes 29 - No No No No

g37126 33 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 43 - No Yes BRCA2 c.9082G4C,

p.(Ala3028Pro)

No No No

g33630 33 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 37 43 No Yes No No No

c1922/g53571 33 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 32 37 No Yes No No No

g67282 32 Breast/ovary 106 Yes 58 - No Yes BRCA2, c.8488-5T4C No No No

C1346 31 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 36 - No Yes No No No

g53030 31 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 46 49 No No No No

FH5206 31 Breast/ovary 104 Yes 46 - No Yes No No No

g78035/fh1887 30 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 47 - No Yes No No No

g46192 29 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 52 - No Yes No No No

X1611879 29 Breast/ovary 105 Yes 50 55 - No No No

FH0722 28 FBC only Yes 37 - No BRCA2 c.7540A4G,

p.(Lys2514Glu)

No

G78690 27 Breast/ovary 102 Yes 34 - No BRCA2 c.5319G4C,

p.(Glu1773Asp)

No No No

g45393 26 Breast/ovary 103 Yes 42 66 - No No No

G79865 26 Breast/ovary 105 Yes 46 65 73 No BRCA2 c.6750A4G, p.(= ) No No No

FH3252 24 FBC only Yes 41 - No No No No

FH4522 20 FBC only Yes 48 - No BRCA2 c.7939C4G,

p.(Leu2647Val)

No No No

X1908593 20 FBC only Yes 25 - No No No No

200907192 20 FBC only Yes 33 - No No No No

g82840 19 FBC only Yes 28 - No No No No

Abbreviations: FBC, female breast cancer; MBC, male breast cancer; OC, ovarian cancer. Ovary breast ratio: 103 is one ovarian and 3 breast cancers; 302 three ovarian and 2 breast cancers.
Reference sequences used: LRG_292t1 (BRCA1); LRG_293t1 (BRCA2).
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cancer families with Manchester scores 435 and 13 with scores
between 25 and 34. A further eight samples from affected individuals
from families with female breast cancer only were analysed.
Abnormal splicing was demonstrated in two families with putative

splicing variants identified on standard variant analysis. These were
BRCA1 c.4868C4G p.(Ala1623Gly) and a novel splice donor variant
in intron 17 of BRCA1 (c.5152+4A4G), which to our knowledge has
not been reported previously with RNA data as a functional variant
does appear on dbSNP as rs397509232 (hg19.chr17:g.41215887T4C)
with no reported frequency (Figures 1a and b). BRCA1 c.4868C4G
p.(Ala1623Gly) leads to heterozygous deletion of the 3’ end of exon 15
(r.4868_4686del) predicted to result in p.Ala1623Aspfs*16. The other
variant BRCA1 c.5152+4A4G led to heterozygous deletion of exon 17
(r.5075_5152del) predicted to result in p.Asp1692_Trp1718delinsGly.
No abnormal splicing was found secondary to the BRCA2 variant

c.7939C4G p.(Leu2647Val), which has been reported to be func-
tional. Two further candidate splicing variants were found not to affect
splicing BRCA2 c.8488-5T4C and BRCA1 c.4676-7C4T (Table 4).
No evidence for deep intronic splicing variants was identified in any

of the 45 samples. In all, 13 samples appeared to be homozygous for
all intragenic variants in BRCA1 and 6 were homozygous in BRCA2.
These samples were known to be heterozygous at the DNA level for all
exons on previous MLPA testing. The remaining 32 samples were
heterozygous for at least one marker in BRCA1 and 39 in BRCA2 on
RNA testing. All the DNA samples from the 10 BRCA1 and 6 BRCA2

cases were also homozygous ruling out apparent hemizygosity from
loss of constitutional heterozygosity.
Assessing against BCLC criteria only 125/159 (78.5%) of samples

with proven non-mucinous epithelial ovarian cancer meeting these
criteria had identifiable BRCA1/2 variants after DNA and RNA
analysis. Of the 34 without proven BRCA1/2 variants 16 had panel
testing with only the RAD51D variant identified. Of families with
at least two proven ovarian cancers meeting BCLC criteria, 10/69
(14.5%) did not have a variant in BRCA1/2 with 9/10 not having a
variant in RAD51D or RAD51C either. Thus, 9/69 (13%) could be due
to other genes (Table 1).
Panel testing was carried out on 42 samples subjected to RNA

analysis (Tables 1 and 2). This included the previously identified
RAD51D c.556C4T, p.(Arg186*) variant.10 The only other clearly
functional actionable variant from previous work identified was ATM
c.7271T4G, p.(Val2424Gly) in a breast ovarian family. The woman
tested had breast cancer aged 45 years and a granulosa cell tumour of
the ovary aged 56 years. There were three further female breast cancers
in the family with a Manchester score of 35 points and the variant has
been found in two further affected family members with breast cancer.
A second family had a CHEK2 c.1263delT, p.(Ser422Valfs*15) variant
that is presumed functional. This has been seen six times in the ExAc
database (http://exac.broadinstitute.org/) equivalent to about 1 in
10 000 people. The variant was carried by a 37-year-old female with
breast cancer and her brother who developed breast cancer at the same
age, samples from three further close female relatives with breast
cancer aged 44, 48 and 49 were not available. No additional functional
variants were identified and in particular no variant in PALB2.
Importantly, the family with RAD51D which had previously shown
clear linkage to BRCA1 also was negative on RNA analysis of BRCA1
but also heterozygous for a known SNP in RNA hg19.chr17:
g.41246481C4T (rs1799950) ruling out loss of BRCA1 RNA function.
The median Manchester score in the 38 breast/ovary/male breast

cancer families tested with RNA and panel testing was 36 compared
to a median score of only 16 points for 2820 other samples from
breast/ovarian cancer patients that had tested negative through the
Manchester service. The predicted detection rate for BRCA1/2 on
DNA testing is 10% for samples with 16 points and 450% for
samples with a combined score of 36.

DISCUSSION

We have carried out the first comprehensive testing of BRCA1/2 using
RNA analysis in a large series of families with extremely high a priori
likelihood of a BRCA1/2 variant but without a definite identified
functional variant. The concentration on families with a very high

Table 2 Detection rates for BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants in breast/ovarian and male breast cancer families by Manchester score

Manchester score 50+ Manchester score 40–49 Manchester score 35–39 Manchester score 30–34 Manchester 25–29 Total

Breast/ovary 44/51 (87%) 46/60 (77%) 38/53 (66%) 40/87 (43%) 44/146 (30%) 212/397 (53%)

MBC 5/5 (100%) 5/8 (62.5%) 7/12 (58%) 8/13 (61.5%) 2/16 (12.5%) 27/54 (50%)

Total 49/56 (87.5%) 51/68 (75%) 45/65 (69%) 48/100 (48%) 46/162 (28%) 239/451 (53%)

RNA analysis in negative 7/7 7/17 10/20 8/62 5/116 37/222

RNA positive 1/7 1/7 0/11 0/8 0/5 2/37

Panel testing 6/6 7/16 11/20 8/62 5/116 37/220

Panel positive 1x RAD51D of 6 0/7 1x ATM 1x CHEK2 of 11 0/8 0/5 (0/5 o25) 3/42

Female breast only 4/5 (80%) 11/19 (58%) 21/37 (57%) 34/69 (49%)

RNA FBC 1 1 2 (4-16-20) 0/8

Panel testing 0/1 0/1 0/1 (0/1 20) 0/3

Abbreviations: FBC, female breast cancer; MBC, male breast cancer.

Table 3 Manchester scoring system to identify likelihood of a

BRCA1/2 mutation

Case of relevant cancer and age

at diagnosis BRCA1 BRCA2

FBC o30 6 5

FBC 30–39 4 4

FBC 40–49 3 3

FBC 50–59 2 2

FBC 459 1 1

MBC o60 5 if BRCA2 tested 8

MBC 459 5 if BRCA2 tested 5

Ca ovary o59 8 5 if BRCA1 tested

Ca ovary 460 5 5 if BRCA1 tested

Ca pancreas 0 1

Ca prostate o60 0 2

Ca prostate 459 0 1

Each cancer in a direct lineage is scored including contralateral breast cancers. The highest
lineage score is used.
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Manchester score with 38 samples having a breast/ovarian or male
breast cancer phenotype should have provided the ideal sample set to
assess added sensitivity of RNA analysis. Indeed, the sample selection
with high likelihood of BRCA1/2 and prescreening with sequencing
and MLPA should have identified four mutations if 3% of BRCA1/2
involvement was due to deep intronic mutations. Unlike NF1 and NF2
RNA analysis does not appear to add any additional sensitivity as no
deep intronic splicing variants were identified. A deep intronic variant
(intron 12, c.6937+594T4G) has been found on RNA analysis in a
BRCA2 family previously,14 but introduction of comprehensive RNA
testing does not appear necessary for BRCA1/2 on the basis of the
current results, as the contribution of deep intronic functional variants
is probably below 1% of all functional variants. Nonetheless, RNA
analysis does add value to Sanger or next-generation sequencing by
confirming pathogenicity as demonstrated for two BRCA1 variants in
the present report and by showing that other candidate splicing
variants are almost certainly benign variants. While another study has
assessed RNA allelic imbalance, this concentrated only on 54 samples
that had an identified VUS and did not carry out full assessment on
RNA.15 Although one sample was found to have allelic imbalance this
was due to a missed exon 12–13 deletion in genomic DNA. We found
no evidence for allelic imbalance in our set of families.
Table 2 shows that DNA-based testing has very high sensitivity

for BRCA1/2 as evidenced by the identification of variants in 49/56
(87.5%) breast/ovary/male breast cancer samples with a Manchester
score of 50+ with RNA confirming another variant boosting sensitivity
to 50/56 (89%). Including the panel testing only identifies one further
variant (RAD51D). Overall panel testing of breast/ovary/male breast
cancer samples with Manchester scores of 40+ only boosts

identification of actionable variants from 128/150 (85%) by a further
1/13 of the missing samples. Assuming a similar detection rate in the
remaining 9 samples panel testing for the 10 additional genes would
identify only 2 variants compared with 128 for BRCA1/2 only 2/150
(1.3%) overall with sensitivity similar to use of RNA to confirm
candidate splicing variants in BRCA1/2. Importantly, PALB2 that has
recently been reported to confer high risk of breast cancer16 appears
to contribute little from this UK-based sample set. While the very high
rate of identification in Manchester score families with scores over 50
do not leave a great deal of room for other high-risk breast/ovarian
genes, the fact that 21% of BCLC families do not have variants
suggests that there may well be other as yet unidentified genes that
predispose to breast and ovarian and male breast cancer. Certainly,
the original families in the BCLC consortium are likely to have been
extremely high risk equivalent to a Manchester score above 50 and
although the original assessments for families meeting these criteria
with at least 2 ovarian cancers were close to 100%,7 these estimates
now need revising downwards in view of the present research.

Although testing for the RAD51 genes may have clinical utility,
the overall contribution to high-risk breast/ovarian cancer families
is low. In families with Manchester scores of 40+ or in BCLC
families that have tested negative, testing RAD51D in particular
may be worthwhile. However, in families with lower probabilities
detection rates fall o1% for both genes combined. Nonetheless,
there remains a minority of very high-risk breast/ovary families
that are unaccounted for.
Panel testing did identify one new probable actionable functional

variant. The ATM variant p.Val2424Gly has been shown to confer
high risk of breast cancer and segregate with breast cancer

c.4868 C>G c.5152+4

DNA DNA

r.4868 r.5074

Figure 1 (a) Chromatogram of cDNA showing abnormal splicing in BRCA1. Heterozygous deletion of 3’ end of exon 15 (r.4868_4686), caused by
c.4868C4G predicted to result in p.Ala1623Aspfs*16. (b) Chromatogram of cDNA showing abnormal splicing in BRCA1. Heterozygous deletion of exon 17
(r.5075_5152del) caused by c.5152+4 A4G in intron 17, predicted to result in p.Asp1692_Trp1718delinsGly.
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in families.17 Interestingly, the proband identified with the variant
in the present report also had a granulosa cell tumour of the ovary.
Granulosa cell tumours unlike other germ cell tumours have
been associated with BRCA1/2 variants.9 We have now found
variants in BRCA1 and BRCA2 in 2 (1 each) of 10 index cases
screened for variants and in both (1 each) affected first-degree
relatives tested in families with a known variant. As such granulosa
cell tumours should not be overlooked like other germ cell
tumours and mucinous tumours in assessing high-risk breast/

ovarian families.9 Although the CHEK2 variant identified in a male
breast cancer family is likely to have contributed to the risk, it is
highly unlikely that it accounts for the full pattern in the family as a
similar variant 1100delC only confers around a 30% lifetime risk17

and we do not propose offering this as a presymptomatic test in
this family.
In conclusion, the present report confirms high sensitivity for current

techniques of DNA sequencing and MLPA in BRCA1/2 with a
minimum sensitivity of 89%, but more likely sensitivity nearer to

Table 4 Predicted effect of 12 VUS in BRCA1 and BRCA2 and effects at RNA level

Variant

Predicted effect

In silico

Predicted effect

Alamut

VUS classifi-

cation before

RNAa Evidence to support classification

Abnormal

splicing

on RNA Effect on RNA

BRCA1
c.4676-7C4T

No significant change predicted N/A Class 2 Published data based on a multi-

factorial likelihood-ratio model

predicts it to be neutral

No None

BRCA1
c.4868C4G

p.(Ala1623Gly)

Strong effect predicted (creation of

cryptic novel high ranking splice-

acceptor site)

Amino acid not

evolutionary conserved

Class 5 From previous published evidence

of effect on splicing

Yes Heterozygous deletion in exon

15 r.4868_4986del

(NM_007294.3 on Ensembl)

BRCA1
c.5152+4A4G

Strong effect predicted (significant

reduction in splice donor ranking

plus creation of novel splice donor

and acceptor)

N/A Class 3 Yes Heterozygous deletion of exon

17 r.5075_5152del

(NM_007294.3 on Ensembl)

BRCA2
c.1395A4C, p.(= )

No significant change

predicted (loss of cryptic splice

acceptor)

N/A Class 1 Range of published evidence

including no effect on splicing

No None

BRCA2
c.4614T4C, p.(= )

No significant change predicted N/A Class 1 Good co-occurrence data No None

BRCA2
c.5319G4C,

p.(Glu1773Asp)

No significant change predicted Amino acid not

evolutionary conserved

Class 3 No None

BRCA2
c.6725A4T,

p.(Asp2242Val)

No significant change predicted Amino acid conserved,

change not predicted

as disruptive

Class 3 No None

BRCA2
c.7540A4G,

p.(Lys2514Glu)

Moderate effect (3/5

predict new splice donor)

Amino acid conserved

change predicted

disruptive

Class 3 No None

BRCA2
c.7939C4G,

p.(Leu2647Val)

Moderate effect (3/5

predict new splice donor)

Amino acid conserved,

change predicted

disruptive (2/3)

Class 3 No None

BRCA2
c.8488-5T4C

Moderate effect (reduction in

ranking of splice acceptor)

N/A Class 3 No None

BRCA2
c.6750A4G, p.(= )

No significant change predicted N/A Class 3 No None

BRCA2
c.9082G4C,

p.(Ala3028Pro)

No significant change predicted Amino acid not

evolutionary conserved,

change not predicted

disruptive

Class 3 No None

Reference sequences used: LRG_292t1 (BRCA1); LRG_293t1 (BRCA2).
Submission to LOVD: http://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes/BRCA1
BRCA1 c.4676-7C4T Submission of screening #0000063401.
BRCA1 c.4868C4G p.(Ala1623Gly) Submission of screening #0000063402.
BRCA1 c.5152+4A4G Submission of screening #0000063403.
http://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes/BRCA2
BRCA2 c.1395A4C, p.(= ) Submission of screening #0000063404.
BRCA2 c.4614T4C, p.(= ) Submission of screening #0000063405.
BRCA2 c.5319G4C, p.(Glu1773Asp) Submission of screening #0000063406.
BRCA2 c.6725A4T, p.(Asp2242Val) Submission of screening #0000063407.
BRCA2 c.7540A4G, p.(Lys2514Glu) Submission of screening #0000063414.
BRCA2 c.7939C4G, p.(Leu2647Val) Submission of screening #0000063417.
BRCA2 c.8488-5T4C Submission of screening #0000063422.
BRCA2 c.6750A4G, p.(= ) Submission of screening #0000063427.
BRCA2 c.9082G4C, p.(Ala3028Pro) Submission of screening #0000063428.
aClassified as per Plon et al18 and Wallis et al.19
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100% with the remaining 11% accounted for by phenocopies or other
genes. RNA testing did not identify any deep intronic splicing variants
and there was no evidence of loss of RNA expression, thus RNA testing
is probably best reserved for problem-solving variants that may affect
splicing detected on DNA analysis. Current panel testing adds very little
to BRCA1/2 testing in high-risk breast/ovarian families, but given the
ease and lack of expense of testing multiple genes this is likely to
continue to be offered in addition to standard BRCA1/2 testing. Finally,
the present report confirms that there may still be rare breast/ovarian
and male breast cancer high-risk genes that are yet to be identified.
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